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I. Introduction and Summary 
 
There is widespread agreement within the Trump Administration, Congress, and the Federal 
Communications Commission (FCC) regarding the importance to the United States of 
maintaining its leadership in next-generation wireless communications. This agreement 
specifically includes the importance of the U.S. maintaining leadership, as the FCC put it in its 
July 2018 C-Band NPRM, of "fifth-generation (5G) wireless, Internet of Things (IoT), and other 
advanced spectrum-based services."1 And there is a consensus, that having already made 
significant strides under the leadership of FCC Chairman Ajit Pai and his colleagues in allocating 
low- and high-band spectrum, further efforts are necessary to allocate additional mid-band 
spectrum for 5G use. 
 
That's why the FCC's proceeding examining the 3.7 - 4.2 GHz spectrum band, commonly 
referred to the C-Band, is, rightly, of such intense interest. The FCC has sought public comment, 
among other procedural options, on the use of some form of innovative market-based 
mechanism, employing voluntary, secondary market negotiated transactions, as a means of 
clearing some or all of the 3.7 - 4.2 GHz band for terrestrial mobile broadband use. The purpose 
of this Perspectives is to support the adoption of some form of free market-oriented approach 
that allows incumbent Fixed Satellite Service (FSS) operators to clear part or all of the C-Band 
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spectrum using negotiated secondary market transactions that would, in effect, result in the 
flexible use of the spectrum by terrestrial mobile service providers in exchange for 
compensation.2 
 
Most importantly, we believe that, at the end of the day, the trade-offs involved in such a free 
market-oriented approach will enhance overall consumer welfare and reduce overall societal 
costs by maximizing the efficient use of this valuable mid-band spectrum. It most likely will put 
the spectrum to use more speedily than could be accomplished by employment of traditional 
spectrum allocation approaches. We recognize such a market-based approach involves various 
non-trivial issues that must be addressed before the Commission reaches final determinations. 
But by maximizing overall consumer welfare and reducing overall societal costs, it comports 
with the public interest. Consistent with compliance with applicable legal requirements, from a 
policy perspective, this should be the Commission's objective.3  
 
The FCC’s market-based procedural option was crafted from comments in the record. The C-
Band Alliance (CBA or Alliance) eventually championed a market-based option. CBA is made 
up of the four largest FSS licensees that operate approximately 90 percent of the authorized 
satellites in the C-Band. The CBA proposes to conduct some form of private auction transaction, 
subject to Commission oversight, that, in exchange for compensation by new mobile licensees, 
would relocate existing FSS users to only a portion of the existing 500 MHz band. Filters to 
existing earth stations would be provided to reduce interference potential. 
 
There is no question that adding more mid-band spectrum to existing allocations, such as has 
already been accomplished in the 3.5 and 2.5 GHz bands, is critical to achieving U.S. leadership 
in 5G. The economic benefits to U.S. consumers are enormous. CBA estimates that, under its 
proposal, spectrum could be moved to terrestrial 5G use in 18 to 36 months, faster than by an 
incentive auction conducted by the FCC. The Analysis Group estimated that 400 MHz of mid-
band spectrum 5G could spur $274 billion in GDP growth, adding 1.3 million new jobs.4 The 
Brattle Group has estimated that for every year of delay in reallocating a portion of the C-Band 
could create total social costs of $10 to $20 billion per year.5 And NERA estimates that rapidly 
reallocating C-Band spectrum to 5G could add approximately $540 billion of annual tax 
revenues.6 
 
As stated above, we acknowledge there are a number of important issues that must be resolved, 
such as the amount of spectrum in the C-Band to be reallocated, the legal basis for the market-
based approach, and whether a portion of the sale proceeds should be contributed to the federal 
government. Nevertheless, a market-based approach entails important public policy benefits, 
including substantial consumer welfare gains from earlier rather than later deployment of next-
generation 5G services. The innovative nature of the free market approach is particularly 
justified in the C-Band given that each of the current FSS licensees is legally entitled to use the 
full 500 MHz of spectrum. Absent incentives for the incumbent operators to reach a voluntary 
agreement, the likelihood of "holdouts" is significantly increased. And earth station owners rely 
on C-Band transmissions to provide video and other services to their subscribers, and those 
services contribute billions of dollars to the U.S. economy. Booming demand for mobile 
broadband use clearly justifies actions that promote the most efficient use of spectrum, while 
adopting reasonable measures necessary to fairly accommodate legitimate affected interests. 
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The Commission has long looked to various types of voluntary secondary market transactions as 
a means of accomplishing more efficient use of the spectrum without the need for any heavy 
Commission involvement in the market process.7 To assure that the various interests affected are 
treated in a manner that, ultimately, comports with the public interest, in this instance, there is no 
doubt that meaningful Commission oversight of the process will be required. Nevertheless, if the 
process is successful, it may provide a model – even if not an exact one – for carrying out similar 
market-based transactions in other bands that lead to similar public interest benefits in 
maximizing efficient use of the spectrum resource.  
 
II. The Market-Based Approach to Reallocating C-Band Spectrum 
 
C-Band spectrum currently is allocated to FSS on a co-primary basis with fixed service. The 
rules provide that licenses in the C-Band are non-exclusive and entitle the licensee to operate 
throughout the 500 MHz band.8 Four FSS licensees, Intelsat, SES, Telesat, and Eutelsat, operate 
approximately 90 percent of the authorized satellites in the band and serve nearly 120 million 
American households that receive programming content over the C-Band.9 The 3.7 - 4.2 MHz 
band is reserved for downlink transmissions paired with 5.9 - 6.4 GHz uplink portion, 
collectively referred to as the C-Band. Only spectrum from the downlink portion of the C-Band 
would be reallocated. 
 
The C-Band NPRM10 proposes as one option a market-based approach to clear some or all of the 
500 MHz that comprises the 3.7 - 4.2 MHz C-Band and make the cleared spectrum available for 
flexible mobile use, including 5G. Existing FSS operators would use secondary market 
transactions to repurpose the spectrum in exchange for compensation. The FCC’s proposal 
would rely on a Transition Facilitator, a private cooperative entity created by FSS operators “to 
coordinate negotiations, clearing, and repacking the band.”11 The Transition Facilitator would 
deal with what is known as the “holdout problem,” i.e., satellite operators unwilling voluntarily 
to relinquish spectrum. FSS operators would be required to notify incumbent earth station 
operators who receive signals in the C-Band to take steps to change their earth station facilities to 
reduce potential interference from new mobile licensees in the band. FCC Commissioner 
Michael O’Rielly frequently has advocated for a market-based approach for the C-Band 
precisely because of the benefit of quicker reallocation of the spectrum.12 
 
The C-Band Alliance, formed by the four major FSS licensees, has urged the FCC to adopt the 
market-based approach in reallocating a portion the band.13 The CBA proposes clearing 200 
MHz of the C-Band, including a 20 MHz guard band, by repacking existing users to a smaller 
portion of the C-Band and making it available for terrestrial mobile use, including 5G services. It 
proposes to utilize a transition facilitator to effectuate the transition. Alliance members would 
launch eight new satellites to ensure that the same FSS capacity was available both before and 
after the repacking. At the same time, the CBA committed to protect earth station operators in 
their receipt of primarily video service transmission in the band. 
 
The CBA would use secondary market transactions by establishing some form of private auction 
procedures conducted by the CBA and overseen by the FCC. Once the private auction is 
complete, winning mobile users would file FCC license applications. The mobile licenses would 
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include conditions agreed upon by the mobile operators as the winning bidders. Compensation 
distributed to CBA members would cover repacking costs and ensure uninterrupted service. 
 
Since filing its original proposal, CBA has provided a number of additional details concerning its 
proposal.14 As contemplated by the C-Band NPRM, a final order in the docket would establish 
the rules of the road to govern such a market-based approach. 
 
III. Speedier Reallocation of C-Band Spectrum Produces Significant Consumer Benefits 
 
There is little question that a delay in reallocating a portion of the C-Band will risk incurrence of 
societal costs because the record consensus appears to conclude that the current band licensing 
structure is not the highest and best use for the C-Band. Therefore, the spectrum repurposing 
goal for the C-Band is consistent with the FCC’s long-held policy to allow spectrum to be put to 
its highest and best use. 
 
First and foremost, additional mid-band spectrum is required in order to permit U.S.-based 5G 
providers to ensure the United States maintains a leading role in the development of 5G.15 A 
number of econometric studies have demonstrated the huge enhanced consumer welfare value 
associated with wireless services like 5G. For example, in February 2019 the Analysis Group 
estimated that 400 MHz of mid-band spectrum 5G could spur $274 billion in GDP growth, 
adding 1.3 million new jobs.16  
 
U.S. leadership in 5G will produce enormous benefits not only to the world economy, but more 
specifically to U.S. companies and consumers. Some have argued that U.S. leadership in 4G 
drove a $100 billion increase to the U.S. economy.17 A major economic spur similarly is 
expected in the 5G arena as well. 
 
More specifically, with respect to the C-Band, the Brattle Group estimated that for every year of 
delay in reallocating a portion of the band, the value of the spectrum subject to the delay 
decreases from 7 to 11 percent per year. This decrease in value for every year of delay in 
reallocating spectrum would impose total social costs of $10 to $20 billion.18 In addition, NERA 
estimates that rapidly reallocating C-Band spectrum to 5G could add approximately $540 billion 
of annual tax revenues.19 
 
The major alternative procedural proposal to reallocate spectrum in the C-Band is an FCC-run 
incentive auction, such as the one repurposing over-the-air television broadcasting spectrum to 
flexible mobile use. That auction is taking over six years to complete from the time the FCC 
decision20 establishing the auction was released to the date the entire transition process is 
expected to take place.21 This is some three years longer than the suggested timetable for the free 
market approach. Of course, because the TV incentive auction was the first, another incentive 
auction might not take quite as long to formulate and complete because some of the initial issues 
have already been addressed and tested. 
 
But a C-Band auction would be complicated because, among other things, transponder capacity 
and signal strengths are not consistent within the same band, legal issues regarding compensation 
to existing users and government proceeds would continue, and the difficulty of dealing with 
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holdouts would persist. And replacing lost capacity will require new satellite launches, which 
can be more complicated and time-consuming than changing out tower-based transmitters. The 
anticipated three additional years to complete a government-run auction means a significant 
delay in the 5G deployment race, one that will entail significant societal costs as indicated 
previously. On July 7, Chairman Pai indicated that FCC staff believe that an incentive auction in 
the 2.5 GHz band would have added several years to the process.22 
 
While we understand that the projections regarding completion of the repurposing are necessarily 
estimates – and we don't purport to vouch for their precision – we do think it is likely that a 
process employing market-based voluntary exchange along the lines proposed by CBA can be 
completed more quickly than can the Commission's traditional auction process. And although 
economic estimates of future value are reasonably debatable, the general thrust of the economic 
benefits realized by early reallocation of C-Band spectrum for 5G service cannot be seriously 
challenged. 
 
IV. Private Market-Based Transactions Can Be Expected to Achieve Maximum Value 

for both Current and New Licensees 
 
The traditional methodology for reallocating spectrum – identify a spectrum band, evaluate 
existing uses, conduct a rulemaking to reallocate spectrum, conduct an auction, and then manage 
the transition to new uses – takes a lot of time. Historically, the government has been agonizingly 
slow assigning spectrum to a licensee or other authorized user, taking an average of roughly 13 
years from identification to reassignment. A July 2015 study commissioned by CTIA 
demonstrates this stark fact.23 Even scheduling an FCC-run auction has been slow for other 
spectrum, with the 3.5 GHz auction to be held at some unspecified time in 2020. It is just a fact 
that government-run processes historically are considerably drawn out, which is a downside to an 
FCC incentive auction procedure. 
 
When they are permitted, voluntary, private market-based transactions achieve the highest and 
best use for spectrum, as opposed to government fiats. Private transactions can reduce overall 
costs, particularly regulatory and litigation costs, and they can achieve results more swiftly than 
government decisionmaking. Prompt preservation of existing C-Band content delivery licensees 
and customers in a smaller amount of existing spectrum, while adding significant new mid-band 
spectrum for 5G use, is a win-win situation, the value of which is hard to underestimate. 
 
The time estimated by CBA to reallocate spectrum from the Commission's final decision to 
issuance of new user licenses is lowered to 18 to 36 months. This relatively efficient time-to-
market is important with regard to the race for world leadership in 5G. This is all the more so for 
the coveted C-Band spectrum, which, due to its propagation characteristics, is needed for wide 
5G deployment, at least in initial stages. The C-Band is also adjacent to other 5G bands that have 
already been allocated, such as the Citizens Band Radio Service band at 3.5 GHz and the 2.5 
GHz band. And it is consistent with international allocations for 5G use. 
 
The traditional spectrum reallocation methodology becomes even more complicated in the C-
Band given its unique licensing scheme where each FSS licensee has the right to transmit over 
the entire 500 MHz band for the duration of their license terms. Compounding this problem are 
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the thousands of receive-only earth stations (the exact number is not known) owned by 
independent entities that rely on such transmissions for the delivery of their primarily video and 
audio content that must be accommodated in the repacking process in the C-Band. All of these 
operating entities have legal rights to the use of the spectrum, and the government would face 
serious legal challenges to modify those rights on an involuntary basis. While the FCC can take 
steps to modify licensee rights, compliance with the statutory method for such modifications is 
often a lengthy process, and, upon completion, there may be court appeals. 
 
Even setting aside such legal rights, the business expectations of the operating entities should not 
be lightly compromised in the process of changing spectrum usage. Because the operating 
entities will continue to use a portion of the C-Band, interference concerns must be carefully 
addressed to ensure continued operations on the repacked portion of the band. The FCC, of 
course, recognizes the importance of such business expectations and is careful to protect 
incumbent users when transitioning to new licensing schemes. 
 
Given these difficulties, a market-based proposal along the lines of the CBA proposal, which 
incorporates voluntary exchange and compensation in a market context, should go a long way 
towards eliminating potential legal challenges, as well as eliminating additional detailed time-
consuming processes at the Commission that otherwise would be required in managing the 
transition to terrestrial mobile use. As long as the private auction and repacking procedures are 
reasonably transparent and fair to all existing and potential new licensees, with an appropriate 
degree of Commission oversight, achieving prompt reallocation and repacking is likely to 
produce overall consumer welfare benefits and reduced costs consistent with the public interest.  
 
V. Conclusion 
 
We are encouraged that FCC Chairman Ajit Pai has announced publicly that he expects to ask 
the Commission to vote on a final C-Band rulemaking order in the fall of 2019. Time is of the 
essence if the United States wishes to maintain its wireless leadership as the world transitions to 
5G. Locating and reallocating low-, mid-, and high-band spectrum is a critical step to maintain 
that leadership. In sum, in light of the trade-offs and complexities involved, from a public policy 
perspective, a market-based proposal along the lines of the CBA proposal, relying substantially 
on a process of secondary market voluntary exchange, is attractive because of the likely overall 
increase in consumer welfare benefits.  
 
* Randolph J. May is President and Gregory J. Vogt is a Visiting Fellow of the Free State 
Foundation, an independent, nonpartisan free market-oriented think tank located in Rockville, 
Maryland. 
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